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Abstract
Physical representations of data offer physical and spatial ways of looking at, navigating, and interacting with data. While
digital fabrication has facilitated the creation of objects with data-driven geometry, rendering data as a physically fabricated
object is still a daunting leap for many physicalization designers. Rendering in the scope of this research refers to the backand-forth process from digital design to digital fabrication and its specific challenges. We developed a corpus of example data
physicalizations from research literature and physicalization practice. This survey then unpacks the “rendering” phase of the
extended InfoVis pipeline in greater detail through these examples, with the aim of identifying ways that researchers, artists,
and industry practitioners “render” physicalizations using digital design and fabrication tools.
CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Visualization techniques;

1. Introduction
Long before the invention of writing, people have used physical
forms to record information [Ins16]. Physical data representations
–also called physicalizations– display data through the geometric
or physical properties of an artifact [JDI∗ 15]. Physicalizations are
capable of leveraging perceptual exploration skills [JDI∗ 15] to help
users understand, explore, and perceive data. Research has shown
that physicalizations can improve the efficiency of information retrieval and memorability of data when compared to similar designs
shown on flat screens [JDF13, SSB15]; they can also positively impact data perception and exploration [TJW∗ 16], and they facilitate
authoring of data representations for visualization novices [HJC14,
WPHC16]. Physicalizations inherit all of the practical and social advantages of everyday objects: they can be explored through
touch, carried around, or possessed [VM08], and they can be directly manipulated [TJW∗ 16]. Data physicalization has both historic and contemporary applications in many domains, including
geospatial visualization (e.g., [DMAS17, ADMAS18]), planning
(e.g., [FWF∗ 14, AFS05]), medicine (e.g., [BHR∗ 17, HAD∗ 18]),
mathematics (e.g., [Seg12, KS13]), and education (e.g., [CB17,
HSBH17]).
Designing and producing physicalizations requires expertise in
both visualization and physical fabrication. Making precise physical objects that reflect data, such as architectural scale models, has
historically been time-consuming, laborious, and costly. While today’s advanced and accessible digital fabrication technologies have
facilitated the process of physical fabrication from digital data, rendering data into a physicalization is still challenging. While digital
fabrication machines have taken over the process of shaping some
material into the desired form, diverse knowledge is required from

preparing the design files for the machines to considering possible interactions between a chosen design, materials and fabrication
techniques. We call the steps involved in this process the physical
rendering process.
Physical rendering –or rendering– makes the visual presentation perceivable by bringing it into existence in the physical world
[JD13]. This transformation of data through rendering is not often a simple, straightforward process. Limitations of the fabrication
technology (e.g., size, speed, precision, support structure requirement for additive techniques, and colour limitations) impose some
restrictions in the transformation. Physical rendering requires an
interdisciplinary understanding of how data is represented and visualized (Visualization and Computer Graphics), how to design and
create physical objects (Design and Fabrication), and how people
physically interact with that data (Human-Computer Interaction).
In this survey, we focus on the rendering phase of the extended
Infovis pipeline [JD13] and review approaches and methodologies
for converting data into digitally-fabricated physicalizations. This
STAR aims at addressing the following questions:
• What is the target dataset and the resulting visualization idiom,
i.e., the distinct approach to create and manipulate the visual representation [Mun14]?
• What are the dominant strategies/approaches towards physical
rendering?
• What are the challenges of rendering transformation?
Our goal is to provide physicalization researchers, practitioners, and designers with a review of various physical rendering
methods and their trade-offs, such that they can select rendering
methods tailored to their goals and expertise. Although there ex-
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Figure 1: Decision graph for the curating process of our corpus.

ist other survey papers related to various fabrication approaches
( [HIH∗ 13, BFR17, LEM∗ 17]), their focus is not on physical rendering which requires a systematic exploration of rendering methods.

2.1. Assembling Corpus of Physicalization Examples

In this report, we detail our methodology (Section 2) for gathering our sample of physicalization papers and examples. We then
provide details about different steps of the physical rendering process, i.e, target data, the physicalization purpose, approaches to
physicalization, and rendering. The purpose of making physicalizations (i.e., their applications) and the possible approaches toward making them (e.g. their visual idioms) are the basis of the
physicalization classification schema used in this paper, which is
described in Section 3. The range of datasets used as target data to
make physicalizations by different communities and practitioners
is discussed in Section 4. Then, we focus on the final step in the
physical rendering process, i.e., rendering, and discuss it in Section 5, where we review digital design tools and methods, digital
fabrication tools and technologies, and approaches to building augmented and active physicalizations. To reiterate the overall physical rendering process, Section 6 reviews the data-to-physicalization
workflow and the impacts of each step of the process on the rendering decisions.

Our systematic literature search started by filtering papers, short
papers, and posters published between 2010 and 2020 that met a
keyword search (CAD, modelling, data design, data-enabled design, data-driven design, CAM, fabrication, 3D printing, computational manufacturing, digital fabrication, physical visualization,
physicalization, data materialization, embodied interaction, installation, physical, physical material, prototype, rapid prototyping,
shape-changing, spatialization, tactile, tangible, tangible user interfaces, wearable, actuation, personal data) in the following academic
literature:

Finally, we describe rendering challenges and decisions made
during design and fabrication in greater detail in Section 7. These
challenges and decisions have implications for how data is represented. This section also discusses the role of iterative design and
usability testing as part of how we refine the design of physicalizations. Ultimately, these challenges reflect opportunities and directions for future research.

2. Methodology
In this section, we discuss how we assembled our corpus of physicalization examples for analysis.

Many academic and art communities explore the physicalization of
data. We built a corpus from two sources: (a) a systematic literature
search and (b) specific physicalization examples from dataphys.org

• Computer Graphics (Eurographics, SIGGRAPH, SIGGRAPH
Asia, IEEE CG&A)
• Visualization (EuroVis, IEEE Vis, IEEE TVCG),
• Human-Computer Interaction (CHI Proceedings)
• Fabrication in Art and Architecture (SIGGRAPH Art, SMI
FASE, CUMINCAD).
Meanwhile, we wanted to also include examples from the
broader art and design community whose physicalizations may not
appear in academic literature. Dataphys.org has actively collected
examples of physicalizations from various disciplines since 2013.
We excluded work from before 1990 as CAD/CAM technologies
were less common.
In the end, we gathered 250 examples representing a broader
range of communities working on physicalizations.
Once we established this initial corpus of data physicalization
examples from academic and practitioner communities, we continued to narrow our sample based on (a) availability of quality documentation with adequate detail to address our research questions
and (b) the use of digital design (CAD) or fabrication (CAM) software and tools. We then looked at whether the physicalization was
© 2021 The Author(s)
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Figure 2: The physical rendering pipeline with digital fabrication and the schematic depiction of the distribution of taxonomies in our corpus.

a passive object, or represented through an active physical platform.
We excluded any active physical platforms that did not have specific data physicalization applications designed for them. A more
detailed explanation of the paper collection and corpus curating
process is provided as a supplementary material and a summary
of the process is presented in Figure 1. Our final sample includes
141 works – 78 long papers, 18 short papers and posters, 4 thesis
and dissertations, 28 works presented on websites, and 13 videos.
Of these, 99 physicalizations are designed and developed by academic groups and researchers, 37 projects are made by artists, and
the professional community, such as architects, were also part of
the physicalization community by making 5 projects. Our corpus
and its analysis are available to readers as static tables included
in the paper (see Table 4 and Table 5), as well as an interactive
online version available at https://yvonnejansen.github.io/
physicalization-rendering/.

3. Physicalization Classification Schemes

GSEducationalVersion

2.2. Analysis
The process of physicalization includes a range of actions and activities, such as collecting data from different types, deciding about
the approach to physicalization, digitizing data and convert it to a
visual form, fabrication, etc. To analyze the collected works of our
corpus, we coded the data based on the necessary steps towards
making a physicalization, structuring the main categories of our
coding schema based on a process pipeline of physical rendering
(Figure 2). We reflect on each step in the pipeline in sections of
this paper; the categories of each step form the taxonomy of the
reviewed works. The schematic depiction of the distribution of the
taxonomies is also represented in Figure 2, with different shades
of blue (each shade represents a range of percentage in the whole
corpus).
© 2021 The Author(s)
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Our corpus contains a breadth of physicalizations that have
emerged from different communities (research, art, design) with
diverse skill sets, made with different intentions and approaches to
physicalization, and for various stakeholders. In this section, we
discuss the breadth of our corpus along with several factors: information and scientific visualization; pragmatic and artistic; passive, active, and augmented physical objects; as well as applicationcentric and idiom-centric classifications of these physicalizations.
As shown in Figure 2, other than the conventional classification of
information visualization and scientific visualization, our classification schema is defined from the initial steps of the physicalization process in which decisions are made about the users, applications, appearance, goals, and approach to the computational power
of physicalizations. These initial steps are defined as the physicalization purpose (stakeholders and applications) and the approach to
physicalization. The approach to physicalization focuses on what
visual representation is required (idiom), how the physicalization
goals can be achieved (pragmatic/artistic), and whether the physicalization should remain connected to the computational power or
not (passive/augmented/active). Note though that categories within
these factors and classification schema are not mutually-exclusive,
and some physicalizations can be described as simultaneously addressing multiple categories.
Most of the physicalizations in our corpus are designed for the
use of the general public (117 of the total works in our corpus).
However, there are some cases in which physicalizations are meant
to serve a specific group of stakeholders (24 works), such as experts in the fabrication field (e.g. [DLL∗ 15]), learners of specific
groups such as biology or anatomy (e.g. [GWW∗ 04, SWR20]), visually impaired people (e.g., [KB14, SRK∗ 16], specific industries
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such as petroleum or shoemaking (e.g., [NLC∗ 15, NTWVD19],
non-experts in fabrication ( [SSJ∗ 14], and chefs ( [ZC18]).
3.1. Information and Scientific Visualization
Physicalizations can be categorized by a conventional method for
classifying visualizations: distinguishing between Information Visualization (InfoVis) and Scientific Visualization (SciVis). This distinction is, however, elusive, difficult to define, and controversial
within the visualization community. One definition of the distinction between InfoVis and SciVis is introduced by Tamara Munzer: “it’s InfoVis when the spatial representation is chosen, and it’s
SciVis when the spatial representation is given” [Mun08].
Following this definition, our corpus includes 27 papers and
projects that can clearly be categorized as Infovis and 36 that can
clearly be categorized as SciVis (see Tables 4 and 5). Both categories tend to not focus on specific types of data and include
a wide variety of examples. InfoVis physicalizations in our corpus include correlations between data series [Dwy04], personal
activity data [STS∗ 14], or time-series data of one’s baby as a
personal memento (e.g., [SSJ∗ 14]). Examples of SciVis physicalizations include physical maps to form connections between
themes in a gallery space [PGDG12] or to explain the future of
energy in Hawaii [KHT∗ 20]), to explore volumetric, anatomical
data [NB00] or 4D MRI blood flow data [ASS∗ 19]), to understand the assembly of macro-molecules or viruses using passive
physical models [BSJ98] or combined with augmented reality overlays [GSSO05].
3.2. Pragmatic vs. Artistic Goals
We also looked at whether a physicalization was created in pursuit
of pragmatic or artistic goals. We adopted Robert Kosara’s interpretation of pragmatic visualizations as having “the goal [...] to
explore, analyze, or present information in a way that allows the
user to thoroughly understand the data” and of artistic visualizations as having the goal “to communicate a concern, rather than to
show data” [Kos07]. In our classification, we considered physicalization examples representing data in a playful manner, to express
concerns, or to offer inspiration as artistic, regardless of whether or
not they were made by artists.
However, the distinction between pragmatic and artistic physicalizations is blurry. Examples like a piece from the pie
chart [Rüs14], a robotic pie-charts-on-pies machine, uses a classical encoding (pie charts) in an art exhibition with the intent to
draw attention to gender distributions in the tech world. This example is simultaneously pragmatic (allowing the viewer to thoroughly
understand the data) and artistic (made with the intent to communicate a concern). Our corpus includes around 11 artistic physicalizations and 86 data sculptures listed in the dataphys.org/list site
as well as the SIGGRAPH Art track. Many of these examples are
pragmatic as well.
3.3. Passive, Augmented, and Active Physicalizations
Another dimension on which physicalizations can be classified is
how they employ computational components. Many physicalizations are disconnected from all types of computational machines

once fabricated. We call these physicalizations passive in line with
previous work [Jan14]. Note that passive only refers to the use of
computational power and not to the support of interactivity more
generally. We discuss in Section 7 how different fabrication and
assembly techniques can permit different levels of (manual) interactions such as sorting and filtering [JD13]. Our corpus includes 82
examples of passive physicalizations.
In 14 examples, we observed the combination of passive physicalizations with augmentations such as projections or augmented
reality overlays which provide access to computational functionality on some of the data dimensions. For example, Gillet and
colleagues [GSSO05] presented physical molecule models where
users can explore the interaction of their electromagnetic fields in
augmented reality when the molecules are brought close together.
In another example, Hemment and colleagues [Hem13] augmented
physical height maps of Twitter sentiments about the 2012 Olympic
Games by projecting on top of them and thus enabling visitors to
highlight different aspects of the data interactively. We discuss augmented physicalizations in more detail in Section 5.4.
Finally, we identified 47 examples of physicalizations that are
dependent on some form of computational or at least electrical
power to show their data to an observer. There are many different ways of realizing this which we review in Section 5.5 in more
detail. Using active rendering techniques not only enables the addition of some computer-supported interactions – as with augmented physicalizations – but also supports functionalities such as
updating or loading different data sets (e.g., [HGG∗ 16, THK∗ 15,
LGPF∗ 18, FLO∗ 13]. However, active physicalizations tend to suffer from scalability issues: generally, one actuator is required per
data point and adding more actuators to an already existing system
to accommodate a larger data set can prove difficult.
3.4. Application-centric Classification
One possible method of classifying physicalizations is through different applications that they can be used for. For instance, some
physicaliztaions are designed to simplify the understanding of information or scientific data and help a specific group of practitioners or general public easier understand such concepts. Such
physicalizations raise awareness, help in making better decisions,
and can be used as collaboration tools among various professional
or academic groups (e.g., [TL16, PGDG12, ASS∗ 19, KHT∗ 20,
LGPF∗ 18]). 30 works on our corpus belong to this category of
physicalizations.
Another group of physicalizations in an application-centric classification are the works that are made to aid people in keeping track
of various tasks and activities in their personal lives and raise self
awareness (16 works in our corpus). Many of such physicalizations focus on personal activity and health tracking data that we
will discuss in Section 4.3. Another goal for making such physicalizations has been keeping track of progress during PhD studies [KS12, SSJ∗ 14].
Physicalizations have a great potential for improving accessibility, such as tools for helping people with limited or no vision
(e.g., [PTPM17, TGZ18, SRK∗ 16]) (5 total examples). They can
also be used for learning and education (e.g., [DMAS17,BKW∗ 18]
© 2021 The Author(s)
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Figure 4: Physicalization designers sometimes look to nature for
inspiration. This data sculpture by Adrien Segal [Seg11a], shows
trends in water use and uses a map of the Colorado river as a design concept. Images taken from [Seg11b].
Figure 3: Using Physical Elevation Models for showing the average prices for building lots in Germany (Left) and time-distance to
the next airport (Right). Images taken from [Ras11].

(with 11 total examples), as research and engineering tools (e.g.,
[MIWI16, ŠLH∗ 14] (with 12 total examples), and for presurgical
planning (e.g., [BKW∗ 18]).
3.5. Representational Idioms of Physicalizations
Munzner calls every distinct approach to create and manipulate a
visual representation from the abstract data an idiom [Mun14]. She
introduces two major categories in idiom design: visual encoding
idiom, i.e., representational idiom, and interaction idiom. The visual encoding idiom controls what people see in a visualization.
Based on the physicalizations reviewed in our corpus, a highlevel categorization of representational idioms can be introduced
as follows: physical charts, topography and elevation models, informative spaces and installations, and unique data objects.
Physical Charts. Munzner’s visual encoding idioms reflect different graphical chart types (e.g., bar charts, line graphs, etc.). Many
physicalizations extend visual encoding idioms from graphical representation into physical 3D objects. These include physical bar
charts (e.g., [SSJ∗ 14,JDF13]), pie charts (e.g., [FF14]), scatterplots
(e.g., scatterplots on an extruded 3D map of NYC [KB13]), and
prism maps (e.g., [KB14, SSJ∗ 14]).
Topography and Physical Elevation Models. Physical Elevation
Models generally physicalize elevation data, terrains and topographies (e.g., [TMH∗ 10, NLC∗ 15]). They include relief models (e.g.,
[PGDG12]) or terrain models that are used as a base for other physicalizations, such as airplane trajectories [Inc03]. However, in many
cases, the physical characteristics of topography surfaces, including
height the heightmap, show datasets other than elevation and topography. In such cases, the surface heights of the elevation model
are proportional to data, resulting in a smooth interpolated surface
(refer to Section 5.2.2 for more details about modelling surfaces).
For instance, Rase made physical elevation models to show average prices of building lots in Germany [Ras11] (see Figure 3);
Gwilt et al. mapped package openability data to surface roughness [GYS∗ 12].
Informative Spaces and Installations. These physicalizations are
mostly architectural spaces or artistic installations, designed with
data, for the purpose of conveying a message. Architects and designers now use computational design methods to leverage avail© 2021 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum © 2021 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

able data streams and generate novel forms and spatial opportunities [BM17, GR17]. Physicalizations with this representational
idiom aim to provide an atmospheric experience for users while
reflecting a message from their target data. In such work, communicating information and producing abstract effects (e.g., with
lights, colours, movements) are mixed in the form of an installation at an architectural scale (i.e., to form a space). Such approach
helps in mixing the didactic and literal representations with qualitative and atmospheric experiences. Didactic spaces are also referred
to as data spatialization [Mar14]. For instance, Data-spatialized
Pavilion [HDA∗ 19] introduces a novel method to make a datadriven pavilion through catoptric (mirror-assisted) anamorphosis,
where the input data defines the physicality of the pavilion and simultaneously remains readable. In another example, Weather Report [KJA∗ 18] uses a set of two illuminated balloon walls, one for
representing real-time weather data (quantitative) and one for visualizing the audience’s memories of weather (qualitative). There are
8 examples of informative spaces in our corpus and 15 examples in
the form of active installations.
Unique Data Objects. Unique objects designed with data – frequently referred to as data sculptures– can take many forms, shapes,
and scales. Many of the physicalizations in our corpus are objects small enough to be picked up and held. For example, Motus
Forma shows 10 hours of movement trajectories in the lobby area
of Pier 9 [AS16]; Doug McCune’s physical maps show data relating to living conditions in San Francisco [McC13, McC16]; Loren
Madsen’s data sculptures represent the increase of cost of living
from 1960 to 1994 [Mad95]. Some physicalizations were created
as wearable clothing [Per14, CO14] or jewelry [Kan17, LCN15].
Some artists have taken unique approaches to make data physical.
For instance, the Snow Water Equivalent Cabinet shows snowpack
measurements of the years 1980-2010 by making a drawer-like plywood sculpture, where the size of each drawer corresponds to the
annual precipitation by year [Seg11a].
4. Target Data for Physicalization
Many types of datasets have been transformed into physicalizations, from personal activity data [KHM14,STS∗ 14,LCN15] to thesis progress data [Sch15]. In this section, we provide an overview of
various types of datasets and data types that have been represented
in physicalizations.
We note that there is overlap between these categories – datasets
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Figure 5: Examples of biological and medical data physicalizations. (a) Diffusion-weighted MRI data capturing the diffusion of water
molecules in white matter brain tissue. Image taken from [BKW∗ 18], (b) Wooden display showing heart rate and skin temperature. Image
taken from [FF14], (c) Cardiac blood flow data shown with slices of glyphs and cones. Images taken from [ASS∗ 19].

from other categories may be represented in statistical forms, personal data can be geospatial or about personal health or medicine.

EdiPulse [KAP∗ 17] transformed self-monitored physical activity
data into chocolate treats that get 3D printed to produce a specific
icon or message.

4.1. Biological and Medical Data

Biological data has also been physicalized via sonification – the
production of sounds based off of data. Barrass used a head-related
transfer function (HRTF) to generate a bell-shaped 3D physical
model [Bar11, Bar12] and to transform blood pressure data into a
singing bowl [Bar14].

Due to the complexity and delicacy of medical and biological
datasets, tangible visualizations that can show different modes of
such datasets for a range of stakeholders can be quite useful. As a
result, physicalization for these datasets has been broadly studied
and practiced.
∗

In [GWW 04, GSSO05], Gillett et al. combine 3D printing and
virtual reality to improve learning complex biological molecule
structures; using their system, people manipulate a physical 3D
printed model that is tracked by a camera, controlling the viewpoint
of a graphical visualization displayed on a screen. Rezaeian and
Donovan represented the personal DNA data of individuals as 3D
printed jewelry [RD14]. Variety of datasets including white matter
tractography (i.e., visual nerve tracts) MRI data of the human brain
has been 3D printed in plausible forms using multimaterial voxelprinting method in various colors (see Figure 5a) [BKW∗ 18]. Metaphone [ŠLH∗ 14] turns individual’s bio-data (e.g., Galvanic Skin
Response (GSR) and Heart Rate (HR)) into a colorful 2D painting. Personal health data is physicalized in [FF14] through a multimodal representation. For instance, a two dimensional wooden radial display that simultaneously visualizes temporal heart rates and
skin temperature (see Figure 5b). Nadeau and Bailey created 3D
physical models with interlocking pieces from medical volumetric data via solid free-form fabrication equipment [NB00]. Thrun
and Lerch used 3D printing to represent high-dimensional datasets
such as pain phenotypes as a landscape in four different colors
(i.e., white, red, green, blue, yellow), highlighting distance [TL16].
Ang et al. [ASS∗ 19] physicalized blood-flow datasets by 3D printing slices of curves or glyph to resemble flow directions in a volume (see Figure 5c). Lozano-Hemmer physicalized viewers’ heart
rates with a set of light bulbs hanging in a room, synchronizing
the bulbs with each heart rate as viewers began interacting with the
work [LH06].
Geurts and Guglielmetti [GG15, Geu18] discussed the possibility of capturing thoughts and the relationship of cognitive and
emotional to one’s work and living environments in digital and
visual forms (e.g., images). Neural connections in the brain are
simulated and physicalized by a set of bottles spinning on a table
forming various patterns [LH04b]. To promote physical activities,

To reduce cost and time of fabrication and to improve the accessibility of physical models, Anatomical Edutainer [SWR20] and
Slice and Dice [RGW20] proposed the use of papercraft for fabrication of anatomical models for educational purposes. The Anatomical Edutainer [SWR20] physicalizes generic anatomical 3D models, CT, or MRI data as a 2D sheet or a 3D mesh. It uses the basics
of colour compensation to filter out different volumetric datasets,
such as bones, soft tissue or organs, and cardiovascular system
(datasets printed in cyan, magenta, and yellow are filtered by red,
green, and blue lenses respectively). Slice and Dice [RGW20] uses
sliceforms to make interlocking slices of volumetric CT or MRI
data that can be printed on transparent films or normal papers (see
Section 5.3.5 for more details about digital papercrafts).

4.2. Statistical Data
Engaging physicalizations can be very helpful for communicating
statistical datasets with the audience [JDF13, Mar14]. Statistical
datasets are usually quantitative values represented in numerical
or string formats. Examples of such datasets include water consumption (in million gallons per day) [Seg11a], class sizes and the
number of graduates [Mar14], etc. Here, we list specific examples
of statistical and mathematical datasets from our sample.
Taher et al. created responsive bar charts to communicate statistical data (e.g., international export data) with rods and RGB
LEDs [THK∗ 15, TJW∗ 16] (see Figure 6a,b). Pulse [FM12] is a
tangible line graph composed of a string whose position is modified by six servo motors. Drip-By-Tweet [Dom14a] visualizes the
statics related to a voting mechanism collected on Twitter by a series of tubes whose amount of fluid changes based on the number of cast votes (see Figure 6c). In Tape Recorders [LH11b], motorised measuring tapes visualize the amount of time that visitors
spend in a particular installation (see Figure 6d). Kauffman and
Brenner [KB13] created a physicalization of high school drop outs
© 2021 The Author(s)
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Figure 6: Engaging physicalizations help significantly in conveying the message of mathematical and statistical datasets: (a) Actuating
physical bar chart with LEDs to show international export data. Image taken from [THK∗ 15], (b) A dynamic shape-changing display
showing ratings from inhabitants of 46 European countries on topics such as social issues, politics, military, healthcare, and economy. Image
taken from [TJW∗ 16], (c) Drip-By-Tweet shows real-time physicalization of votes collected through Twitter. Images taken from [Dom14b],
(d) Motorized measuring tapes physicalizing the time each viewer spends in the installation. Image taken from Lozano-Hemmer’s exhibition
in the Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney, Australia [LH11a]. Photo by: Antimodular Research.

in New York by highlighting the locations of schools on the map
with a set of beads. The beads are connected to a string below with
lengths relative to the number of students who dropped out.

producing a crest and the height change propagates through other
chairs.

To raise awareness about the lack of female representation in
art and tech, A Piece of the Pie Chart transformed gender ratios
into real, edible pie charts [Rüs14]. Floating charts [OPSR16] is
an acoustic levitation display for placing free-floating objects that
has been constructed to visualize a dynamic floating chart to reflect
changes in data.

4.3. Personal Data

Le Goc et al. [LGPF∗ 18] introduced Zooids, a dynamic physicalization where small moving robots form patterns and clusters
representing data points to facilitate decision making (e.g., ranking applicants for departmental admissions). Emoto [Hem13] used
origami-like data sculptures to communicate Twitter data related
to London 2012 Olympics events. Fantibles [KAL∗ 16] is a personalized memorabilia capturing an individual’s commentary about
sports (e.g., cricket) through a nested double-ring physicalization.
Starrett et al. [SRP18] turned the famous computer graphics object, Utah teapot, into a visualization by changing its base to a curve
representing datasets by intersecting circles. Chaotic Flow [LJL12]
is an installation of colorful flowing liquid that visualizes the flow
of Copenhagen bikes. Perovich et al. fabricated lace patterns for
clothes based on air pollution datasets [Per14]. McCune created
physical maps physical thematic maps to turn “horrible data” (e.g.,
murders or natural disasters) into visually pleasing physicalizations [McC13]. Cosmos [JG14] is a spherical wooden sculpture that
represents data from forests that describe the take-up and loss of
carbon dioxide by trees. Data Moiré [HC17] is an effort to physicalize the data on IBM Digital Analytics Benchmark to a largescale feature wall that is CNC-machined. Madsen also represented
the evolution in the world population from 10,000 BCE to today as
a 20-meter long data sculpture [Mad95].
Radically different materials and forms have been used for math
dataset physicalizations such as crystal engraving [Bou15] or paper [DeM11]. For instance, to facilitate students with visual impairment to learn math, VizTouch has been developed to produce
3D printed tactile visualizations to represent mathematical contents such as graphs [BH12]. Wavefunction [LH07] uses a set of
chairs (50-100) that are arranged like a regular array of rows. The
height of these chairs change when an audience approaches a chair
© 2021 The Author(s)
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Self-monitoring practices raise awareness about an individual’s
personal habits; as a creative representational method, physicalizations can encourage different groups of people to actively monitor
their progress and become conscious about their habits and behaviors, such as physical activity [KHM14]. Towards this goal, Stusak
et al. designed a system that collects datasets from users’ running
activity (e.g., duration, distance, elevation gain, average speed) and
generates multiple types of activity sculptures [STS∗ 14]. The 3D
printed sculptures– a jar, a necklace, a lamp, and a figure– were
delivered to users as personal tokens (see Figure 10b). Patina Engraver uses the gradual development of patinas to map user activity
data to a wearable wrist band by applying stippling technique (i.e.,
a technique that creates a pattern simulating varying degrees of solidity or shading using small dots) [LCN15]. Personal activity and
sleep data have also been used to make personalized jewelry and
fashion items (e.g., [Kan17, HV16]). In an interesting data-driven
design approach, Nachtigall et al. [NTWVD19] personalized the
design of a pair of shoes by encoding the footsteps data of their
owner.
Some personal physicalizations were designed to keep people
motivated. For instance, TastyBeats prepared drinks for users after a workout, based on their heartrate values [KLA∗ 15]. While
people with heartrates in the low activity zone only received water, those who elevated their heartrate to the intense level zone
were given a rich-flavored drink. In another approach to motivating activity through food, Khot et al. translated physical activity
data into 3D printed chocolate treats [KAP∗ 17]. Go and Grow motivated tracking and self-reflecting on their fitness data by mapping
activity data proportionally to the amount of water given to a living plant; the more active the plant owner, the healthier their plants
become [BPAC16].
With 13 works in this category, physicalizations that reflect personal data show an emerging and interesting direction for further exploration. Moreover, the studies on personal physicalizations
demonstrate how engaging idioms (food, plant growth, wearable
objects) can encourage and motivate physical activity and provide
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pleasurable interactions with personal data. As a deeper investigation of the intersection of personal data and materiality, Khot
et al. [KHM20] reviewed examples of personal physicalizations to
propose a conceptual design framework for creating material representations of physical activity data.

4.4. Geospatial Data
Geospatial datasets are well suited for fabrication as they refer to a
particular spatial location or geographical scene. Therefore, many
works benefitted from different physicalization approaches to better represent such datasets.
Geospatial datasets are typically of four main formats: imagery
datasets (e.g., satellite images), elevation datasets (e.g., DEM), vector datasets (e.g., roads, boundaries), or 3D geometries (e.g., 3D
buildings) [MAAS15]. Various forms of geospatial physicalizations have been developed for the purposes of education [KB14,
MDES21], providing scenery models or data [Ras11], or raising
awareness [Kil14]. In the following, we discuss such approaches
and provide details about their methodology.
Tangible Landscape is a 3D educational physicalization to teach
topography (i.e., the shape of terrains) [MTP∗ 18]. Fabricated using
molds, this physical landscape was a soft malleable model equipped
with top-mounted projectors to provide feedback and guidance to
users (see Figure 7). Augmented Reality Sandbox [KGY19] is another example of such physicalization. By combining sand, projectors, and motion sensors, it provides a richly interactive and
dynamic educational installation to understand topography, watersheds, and natural hazards. Benefiting from affordability and accessibility of 3D fabrication, PARM [PGDG12] was a tangible
geographic display in which a projector reflects data on a CNCmachined base topography. Landscaper [ADMAS18] used interlocking coloured pieces to physicalize landscapes and urban areas of a given region with various datasets (e.g., land use boundaries, path networks, building outlines, elevation). Djavaherpour
et al. [DMAS17] 3D printed equal-area physical tiles for a globe,
which served as placeholders for the corresponding regions on the
Earth where additional datasets could be attached or layered. Along
the same line, Dadkhahfard et al. [DEBS18] fabricated a curved
equal area representation of the Earth on which various dynamic
datasets were projected. TanGeoMS [TMH∗ 10] integrates a laser
scanner, projector, and a flexible physical 3D model; end-users can
control a digitally projected simulation by add and remove artifacts
on the 3D model. Created for military purposes, Xenotran [Sch04]
is a self-reconfigurable solid terrain model whose surface movements are controlled by 7000 actuators.
Geospatial physicalizations have also been used to address interesting applications: depicting a case study of a plane crash [Inc03],
showing parks and forests in Berlin [Mei17], visualizing world
population density [Bad13], and showing people movements in
a lobby space [AS16]. In addition, we found examples of artistic geospatial physicalizations, such as the Data-spatialized Pavilion [HDA∗ 19], where a terrain model from top view displays a
particular artistic feature (e.g., Mona Lisa painting).

Figure 7: Tangible Landscape is a malleable model, equipped with
projectors, that enables users learn about various aspects of topographical properties. Image taken from [MTP∗ 18].

4.5. Environmental Data
Environmental data addresses measurements of the environment,
its systems, and impacts on its ecosystem. Engaging visualizations
of environmental datasets is crucial to raise awareness about critical issues including wildfire, global warming, animal extinctions,
etc. Many of these examples are produced with artistic goals to
offer a critical perspective. Segal transformed the amount of water stored as snow throughout a season into furniture, where the
choice of forms and materials connected back to the origins of the
data [Seg11a]. Aweida [Awe13] combined robotics and art to build
a physicalization of wind simulations via a foam board, a robot
and a series of nails. Elsinki wind’s travels is physicalized on a
piece of wood by a CNC machine in Windcuts [Kna12]. Whitelaw
turned environmental datasets into artistic artifacts by making a
bracelet from one year of weather data of Canberra and a measuring cup from monthly average temperatures in Sydney over 150
years [Whi09].
Some environmental physicalizations, however, reflect data from
an end-user’s immediate environment. Physikit [HGG∗ 16] was a
series of physical ambient visualizations that let end-users to explore and engage with environmental data. Data from Physikit
was visualized through movement (PhysiMove), vibrations (PhysiBuzz), air (PhysiAir), and light cubes (PhysiLight). Physicalization
designers have also leveraged the biological properties of plants
that respond to environmental conditions to create human-readable
structures [YOC∗ 15,VTOS14]. Weather Report [SJK∗ 17,KJA∗ 18]
visualized weather data by building a steel tube frame supporting
an array of white balloons, on which weather data is projected as a
color-coded animation.
4.6. Image/Video Data
We also found examples of works transforming images and video
into physical artifacts in order to add tangibility or artistic features. Zhao et al. [ZLW∗ 16] produce artistic lampshades projecting
grayscale images onto surrounding walls. By taking a few input images and applying a series of optimizations, Shadow Art [MP09a]
makes 3D objects (i.e., shadow hulls) that simultaneously cast multiple distinct shadows from differently positioned light sources.
String Art replicates an image by several straight lines of strings
that are tied to a set of pins located on a frame [BRWM18]. Portal [HAA∗ 20] is a structure produced by a laser cutter and a set
of mirrors to create an image that does not exist in the environment by reflecting colors from another given image. In addition,
© 2021 The Author(s)
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to produce paintings, watercolor woodblocks are designed to ease
the process of producing several copies of a painting [PPW18].
MoSculp [ZDX∗ 18] produces a sculpture representing a moving
object or person (e.g., a dancer). Motion Structures [RG13] turns
video frames (e.g., Game of Thrones teaser) into 3D printed sculptures.

4.7. Other Datasets
In 48 of our reviewed papers and projects, we found datasets that
did not fit in the aforementioned categories. An example of these
other datasets is motion, action, and movement, which can result in
interesting physical patterns rich in details. Motus Forma [AS16]
captures 10 hours of people’s movement in a lobby space, with
more than 1300 motion paths. By attaching sensors to the back
of crochet hooks and combining the data into 3D coordinates via
a Processing® script, Nissen and Bowers designed path-like patterns to capture hand movements of crochet practitioners with varied skill levels [NB15]. With the goal of understanding various activities within a FabLab environment, Cairn [GD17] is a collaborative sculpture with various laser cut pieces. Table 1 summarizes
different types of datasets under the other category in this survey,
along with their corresponding works.
Entry
[AS16, NB15, GD17,
LH04a, KGM∗ 16,
Stu08, Row12]
[SPG∗ 16, ZYZZ15,
TSW∗ 19, LMAH∗ 18,
TMB∗ 13, TVR∗ 12]
[PTPM17, MIWI16,
TGZ18, DLL∗ 15]
[Rod18, KAL∗ 16,
NB15, SRP18, iT16,
CO14]
[Gü11]
[GHK12, MP09b]
[KS12, Sch15, SSJ∗ 14]
[Mar14]
[MCG∗ 15]
[Som14, Epl12]
[Hei15, Kou18, Gon16,
GHHS14, Kat18]
[Kis09, MP09b]
[LGPF∗ 18]
[TACS16, Kel09]
[LGKP∗ 16, SRK∗ 16]
[HKH∗ 04]
[BL12]
[GYS∗ 12]
[ZC18]

Dataset
Motion, Action, and Movement

3D Patterns and 3D Objects
Texture and Material
Social Media, Network, and Society
Travel Data
Aviation Data
PhD Studies
Different Degree Type Offered
Astronomy
Public Opinion
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5. Design and Physical Rendering Approaches
In this section, we discuss methods used to make a visual presentation and bring it into the physical world. Our goal is to discuss
various approaches used for design and physical rendering, using
different digital design and fabrication tools. Based on the reviewed
works in our corpus, a typical process planning for the physical rendering process consists of design sketching, making accurate 3D
representations of the physicalization design, AKA 3D modelling,
physical prototyping, modifying the design (i.e., iterative design),
final fabrication, and conducting studies (see Section 7 for iterative
design and user studies).
5.1. Design of Physicalizations
In this report, physicalization design is the stage of making the abstract visual form and the final visual presentation, i.e., visual mapping and presentation mapping as introduced in [JD13]. While this
step is full of opportunities, it also introduces several challenges for
visualization designers who have always considered cognition and
perception for their on-screen or paper-based designs. When working in physicalizations, visualization designers should consider perception and experience of physical environments, geometric forms,
materiality, cultural symbolism, and spatial relationships. Many of
these challenges have been explored and practiced for many years
in the fields of industrial design and architecture. As a result, investigating the design principles and steps architects and industrial designers take can be quite helpful for the design of physicalizations
as well. For example, Sosa et al. have introduced four design principles inherited from industrial design that can be applied to physicalizations [SGE∗ 18]. They encourage physicalization designers
to treat data as a new type of material to design with, design for
(re)interpretation of the target data, design for cognitive and emotional engagement with target data, and design to give people the
opportunity to use the data to rethink. Hull and Willet propose the
concept of “data tectonics” to describe the holistic nature of designing physicalizations [HW18]. As an integrative theory, tectonics in architecture examines “the interwoven relationship between
space, function, structure, context, symbolism, representation and
construction.” [Sch16]. Data tectonics defines “the relationship between context, data, visual representation, materiality, fabrication
and interactions of a data representation” and suggests that physicalization designers borrow from the approaches used by architects
for many years (e.g., design sketching, diagramming, and making
scale models) [HW17, HW18].

Words, Terms, and Text
5.2. Digital Design
Emotions and Relationship Status
Tourist Peak Periods
Website Traffic
Freehand Drawing
Amount of Trash and Recyclables
FM Radio Spectrum
Package Openability
Taste Structures

Table 1: Other datasets used for physicalizations.
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Design is the first stage of the rendering process that applies visual mapping transformation to data and gives it an initial visual
form. The introduction of CAD and its ability to deal with more
complex geometrical problems [Kha10] has made digital design a
popular approach for physicalization. CAD, as an umbrella term,
covers a vast array of tools that produce different results such as
2D drawings and 3D models. CAD data has the great option of
transferability into other software platforms to control the appearance and other formal characteristics of physicalizations [Dun12].
Table 2 summarizes different attributes related to digital design approaches.
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Figure 8: (a) An example of a parametric design generated by Grasshopper® . The visual programming interface of Grasshopper® , as well
as its data list for points and geometries, is shown on the left. Image from the authors, (b) A diagram showing parametric design stages of
generating form from the original data, using Grasshopper® . Image taken from [Mar14].

5.2.1. 2D CAD

For various physicalization scenarios, a 2D drawing needs to be
made in CAD. This 2D drawing can be either a continuous path
(vector) or a discrete path (raster), such as a series of images. It is
the output of the processing pipeline of the fabrication technique
that should be considered for making decisions about creating vector or raster designs (e.g., cutting lines vs. engraving images in laser
cutting).

2D CAD is usually used for preparing outlines and contour lines
to be used for laser cutting, such as the pieces making the Trend in
Water Use sculpture [Seg11a] or tokens representing people’s activities in FabLabs in Cairn [GD17]. One of the frequently used CAD
software to make vector 2D drawings for physicalization purposes
is Adobe® Illustrator® . For instance, Häkkilä and Virtanen have
translated the collected sleep data from an Oura ring to 2D charts
and 2D paths for laser cutting, using Illustrator [HV16]. There may
be some design cases for physicalizations that hand-drawn sketches
of paths should be translated into vector data. In such cases, 2D
CAD can be used to trace over scanned hand-drawn paths, such as
the 1306 individual paths showing the movement of people in Motus Forma [AS16]. Outputs from programming-based CAD designs
(see Section 5.2.2) can be exported to 2D CAD software to make
laser-cut ready vector files. Such files include various line types,
based on the defined paths (e.g., cutting once or twice) and actions
(e.g., cutting or engraving) for laser cutters (see Section 5.3.3 for
more details). An example of such application for 2D CAD is Blip,
which has transformed a year of travel into data sculptures [Gü11].

Vector paths created by 2D CAD software can also be used as
part of the modelling process in any 3D CAD platform to make
volumetric designs and generate suitable files for fabrication. In
the following section, we will cover various scenarios for 3D CAD
modelling that can be used for the design of physicalizations.

5.2.2. 3D Modelling
To model 3D objects that can be fabricated, three primary representations are usually used: polygonal meshes, Non-Uniform Rational
B-Splines (NURBS), and Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG).
Polygonal meshes provide a discrete representation in which an
object is represented by a set of polygonal facets indicating the connectivity of the shape along with a set of vertices with (x, y, z) coordinates providing the geometry. Due to the simplicity and effectiveness of this representation, meshes are industry standards and
are included in many 3D modeling software programs including
Maya® [Aut21c] and Blender® [Fou21] and they have been also
used for the sake of physicalization (e.g., [Bar11, Bar12]).
To offer designers a higher degree of control on the form, digital modelling programs also utilize continuous curve and surface
representations in which a model can be modified by a set of control points. NURBS are powerful representations in this setting as
control points can attain different weights to push or pull a curve
or surface; a property that other representations such as B-Splines
do not have and therefore they are limited in producing many simple and complicated shapes including a circle. NURBS can be directly used to create curves and surface patches. It is also possible
to make a 3D shape by attaching several NURBS patches or generate a 3D surface from a profile curve using techniques such as
the surface of revolution or sweep surfaces (see Figure 9). Due to
these powerful features, NURBS is very popular in physicalization [TACS16, Kat18, HV16].
Although curves and surfaces produced by NURBS provide a
high degree of flexibility via control points and weights [Dun12],
some designers, especially for designing CAD shapes, prefer to use
CSG since it provides sharp and accurate final results. In CSG, a
shape is produced by applying several operations (e.g., union, intersection, difference, etc) on simple shapes such as spheres and
cylinders to produce an accurate final object. CSG has been also
used for physicalizations such as the customized Lego-Bricks provided by Schneider [KS12].
In some physicalization scenarios, the 3D models are designed,
© 2021 The Author(s)
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Attributes

2D CAD

• Applications include:
1. Making outlines for cutting,
2. Tracing over sketches to make vector paths,
3. Exporting 2D paths to 3D CAD.
• Examples are: Adobe Illustrator® and AutoCAD® .

Polygonal Meshes

• Advantages:

Figure 9: Examples of NURBS surfaces: (a) Surface of revolution,
(b) Sweep surface. Images taken from [Sam13].

1. Simple and industry-standard,
2. Straightforward exporting to OBJ or STL formats for 3D printing.
• Disadvantages:
1. Limited control on the form,
2. Not the best choice for free-form modeling and smooth surfaces.

User interfaces for 3D modeling commonly follow the WIMP
(Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointer) paradigm [JS11]. Sketch-based
interface is considered as an alternative paradigm for 3D modeling [OSCSJ08]. In this approach, 2D hand-drawn sketches are used
in the modeling process, from model creation to editing and augmenting the initial model in an iterative manner [OS10, OSCSJ05].
Extra development and customization sometimes have been employed as pre-processing, post-processing, or in the form of scripting to prepare data or add necessary functionality. For example, Processing® [FR20] has been used to produce line graphs of
© 2021 The Author(s)
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NURBS

1. Offers high degree of freedom to design and manipulate form,
2. Great option for free-form modeling and making complex shapes
and smooth surfaces,
3. Can be converted to mesh for many fabrication purposes.

CSG

• Produces models by applying several operations on simple shapes,
• Offers a scripting-based interface,
• One example is OpenSCAD® .

Sketch-based

• Transforms hand-drawn sketches to 3D models in an interactive manner,
• Requires no experience in 3D modeling programs.
• Disadvantages:
1. Not widely available as commercial products,
2. Cannot be used for complicated modeling purposes.

Parametric Design

• One example is the Teddy asset on Unity® .

• Offers a visual programming interface,
• Models are made through a series of functional blocks and actions.
• Advantages:
1. Offers a high degree of control over changes in the design process,
2. Provides integration of data and design and design data management,
3. Offers scripting of custom design algorithms.

Scripting

• Used for extra development and customization of design and modeling,
• Suitable for pre-processing and post-processing of data.
• Many modeling programs also offer scripting, such as Maya® ,
Rhino® , and 3D Studio Max® .

Programming

• One example is Grasshopper® .
Script-based

To ease the process of modelling, many software programs provide a Visual Programming interface, where users connect a series of functional blocks into a sequence of actions. The only
required “syntax” in such method is that each block should receive the appropriate data types as its input. Such solution is referred to as parametric design [Dun12]. Note that this term is
different from parametric representation, such as NURBS and BSplines, in which shapes are defined by benefiting from a parameter space. As a rigorous rule-based system, parametric design involves precise, step-by-step techniques that make multiple options
based on a set of rules, inputs, and values specified by designers [Dun12, Jab13]. Grasshopper® , a visual programming plugin designed for Rhino® , is one of those mediums that has a visual interface and its components can provide, manipulate, and
modify data, as well as draw and modify objects (see Figure 8).
Grasshopper® has been extensively used to produce physicalization techniques [Awe13, VTOS14, HDA∗ 19, Mar14, HC17]. This
type of design is called parametric design in our taxonomy (see
Tables 4 and 5).

• Advantages:

• Examples are Fusion 360® and Rhino® .

3D Modeling

We refer to such modelling as CAD in our taxonomy (see Tables
4 and 5).

3D CAD

• Examples are Maya® , Blender® , and 3D Studio Max® .

developed, and made ready for fabrication by only using various
CAD software packages and their features and functionality. Examples of such software programs are Maya® [Aut21c], 3D Studio Max® [Aut21a], Blender® [Fou21], Fusion 360® [Aut21b],
and Rhino [Ass21]. For instance, Fusion 360® provides a platform
for 3D design and modelling, control and simulation of subtractive
(e.g. milling) and additive (e.g. 3D printing) manufacturing (see
Section 5.3 for more details about fabrication processes), and simulation of mechanical properties and static of the model through
Finite Element Analysis (FEA). NURBS provided in Rhinoceros® ,
AKA Rhino® , has been used to physicalize various models (e.g.,
[TACS16, Kat18, HV16]).

• Offers custom-designed programs for complex data transformation
and design scenarios,
• Has more control over data processing and design,
• One examples is C++ and OpenGL.

Table 2: An overview of digital design tools.

voter approval rate data, available on the Internet, before making 3D shapes for fabrication [Epl12]. To physicalize geospatial
datasets, the coarse geometry of the Earth has been first extracted
from a Digital Earth platform and then Rhino® is used to develop
the forms, design data attachment details, and make the pieces
fabrication-ready [DMAS17, MDES21]. Scripting has been performed to make 3D models and hinges for producing a mathemat-
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ical puzzle benefiting from CSG operations available in Blender®
[LMAH∗ 18]. Parametric design platforms (e.g., Grasshopper® ) are
also compatible with script-based programming languages such
as Python® , to make custom algorithms for the design of physicalizations. For instance, Hosseini et al. [HAA∗ 20] have used
Grasshopper® and custom Python® scripting to build Portal. In our
taxonomy table (see Tables 4 and 5), we have referred to such design approach as Hybrid.
There are many cases in the design of physicalizations where
off-the-shelf CAD software, and even parametric or hybrid design
approaches, are not able to handle the complexity of the process of
transforming data into a model. In such cases, physicalization designers make their own programs via available programming languages and libraries (e.g., C++ and OpenGL). Many different programming languages have been used for physicalization, among
which Processing® , an open-source Java-based language developed for designers, is the most popular. The Processing community has written more than a hundred libraries to facilitate computer vision, data visualization, 3D file exporting, and programming electronics [FR20]. Depending on the community, other programming languages such as Python® , Java® , or C++ have been
also utilized to make a customized modelling program. Physicalizations for which a standalone program has been produced
include Landscaper [ADMAS18], works to add textures on 3D
prints [SPG∗ 16, ZYZZ15, MAWS15], making water color paintings [PPW18], and sliceforms and papercraft generation from volumetric or mesh data [SWR20, RGW20].

Technique

Cutting

Subtractive

The primary challenge when fabricating objects is to ensure that
they embody the necessary physical properties including a) Cost,
b) Manufacturability or Ease of Fabrication, c) Assembly and Fit,
d) Statics (Balance, Stability, and Strength), and e) Fabricationspecific Effects [SSJ∗ 14, HIH∗ 13]. Regarding balance, stability,
and strength, some software packages facilitate the design iteration through simulation, such as AutoDesk® Inventor and heatmap
stress visualization applications. We will cover these challenges in
more details in Section 7.
Table 3 summarizes different attributes related to each category
of digital fabrication techniques. This section is continued by introducing various tools in each of the digital fabrication categories.

• Easily accessible,
• Makes shaped 2D elements from sheet materials
• Cutting Methods: Laser, Water Jet, Plasma
Arc

• Takes material from an existing solid volume
and creates the desired shape,
• Axially, surface, or volume-constrained cutting heads
• Advantages:
1. Larger component size,
2. Wider range of material selection,
3. More precise fabrication,
• Converts CAD to a series of 2D layers, i.e.,
layer-by-layer fabrication (AKA rapid prototyping)
• Advantages:
1. Direct “file to fabrication” process,
2. Fabricates complex forms,
3. Non-expert use,

Additive

5.3. Digital Fabrication
Fabrication makes the visual presentation perceivable by bringing
it into existence in the physical world [JD13]. In digital fabrication, computer-controlled manufacturing machines receive digital
models to build 2D or 3D objects [SSJ∗ 14]. There are two main
approaches to digital fabrication: 1) Subtractive techniques (e.g.,
laser cutting and CNC milling) that cut away or remove material,
2) Additive techniques (e.g., 3D printing) that build up material
layer-by-layer [SSJ∗ 14]. However, some references categorize digital fabrication techniques as cutting, subtractive, additive, and formative [Kol04, Dun12]. Fabrication techniques can also be categorized as 2D or 3D. An example of the former is laser cutting that
operates on flat sheets of material and examples of the latter are
CNC mills and 3D printers that produce 3D solid objects.

Attributes

Formative

• Disadvantages: limited size, limited range of
materials, lengthy production times
• Examples include: 3D printing techniques
(Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM), Stereolithography (SLA), Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS), Selective Laser Sintering
(SLS), Selective Laser Melting (SLM), Electron Beam Melting (EBM)), knitting machines

• Uses mechanical force, heat, and steam to reshape
• Can be axially or surface constrained
• Examples include: vacuum forming, thermoforming (after 3D printing)

Table 3: An overview of digital fabrication tools and techniques.

5.3.1. 2D Printing
A trivial technique to bring patterns, designs, and visualizations
into the physical world is traditional (2D) printing. In 2D printing,
key parameters are the print resolution and the printer gamut defined by the inks or toners employed [HIH∗ 13]. When used in creative setups, such as the installation made by Kyriaki Goni [Gon16]
or the re-invention of Volvelles in the work of Stoppel and Bruckner [SB16], 2D printing can be a powerful tool to make an engaging physicalization that is well capable of conveying the message
© 2021 The Author(s)
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Figure 10: FDM 3D printing has been used to produce physicalizations of health, personal, and sports data: (a) The Hypertension Singing
Bowl is a stainless steel 3D printed sonification that has transformed blood pressure data to a sculpture that rings. Image taken from [Bar14],
(b) A figure and a necklace sculpture physicalizing running activity. Image taken from [STS∗ 14], (c) Five different representations of physical
activity, each focusing on one specific aspect. Image taken from [KHM14], (d) Fantibles is a physicalization summarizing sports data and
user excitement. Image taken from [KAL∗ 16].

of its target data. Moreover, using 2D printing in physicalization
is a method that supports the possibility of having various colours
and to overcome the limitations of affordable off-the-shelf FDM
3D printing (see Section 5.3.2).
5.3.2. Additive Techniques
The general concept in additive manufacturing is to build objects
layer-by-layer from a small number of basis materials [HIH∗ 13].
One of the most common tools that digitally fabricate objects with
an additive approach are 3D printers. Over the past decade, 3D
printers have become more accessible to the consumer market with
low maintenance and operating costs. Moreover, the possibility of
making complex objects by using 3D printers have made them a
common choice for making prototypes or final physicalizations.
Different types of 3D printers exist that all build objects on a layerby-layer basis, but some locally deposit material and some solidify material within a non-solid substance [LEM∗ 17]. We have 62
works using various methods of 3D printing.
FDM 3D Printing. One of the most accessible and affordable
3D printers are Fuse Deposition Modelling (FDM) printers that
make 3D objects layer-by-layer through heating and extruding
thermoplastic or wax filaments [ZDS16]. FDM 3D printing has a
long history in physicalizing complicated shapes such as macromolecular assembly [BSJ98]. Until now, many physicalizations
have been produced via FDM printing for different applications
such as education [BH12, MDES21, KB14], project management
[KS12], producing geological artifacts [HDA∗ 19, McC13, ADMAS18, LBRM12, DEBS18, KHT∗ 20], visualizing health, sport,
or other personal data [Bar14,KHM14,KHM20,KAL∗ 16,STS∗ 14,
Hei15] (see Figure 10), generating 3D models from text [Kou18],
mathematical puzzles [LMAH∗ 18] (see Figure 11), environmental data [Whi09], astrophysical [MCG∗ 15] and statistical data
[McC16, GYS∗ 12], or even thoughts [Geu18].
However, since material in this approach needs to be deposited
on top of an exiting layer, FDM printing relies heavily on support structures that need to be removed after fabrication. Therefore, to fabricate delicate structures, creative solutions such as layer
supports are designed [ASS∗ 19]. FDM printing also suffers from
a limited building volume, which is by average 253 cm3 . Therefore, breaking a large model into printable volumes have been em© 2021 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum © 2021 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

Figure 11: 3D printing has been used to make mathematical puzzles. The crocodile and the Crocs shoe can be inverted inside-out
and transformed into each other in a fully automatic manner. Image
taken from [LMAH∗ 18].

Figure 12: One solution to overcome the lack of colour in 3D printing is fabricating the physicalization in discrete pieces, each with
a different filament colour, and assemble them. Image (a) taken
from [ADMAS18] and image (b) taken from [TL16].

ployed [ADMAS18,LBRM12]. In addition, the results of FDM are
usually limited in terms of number of colors, therefore innovative
solutions have been proposed to overcome these challenges. To resolve this problem, geological features with different properties are
printed in different but limited colors [TL16, ADMAS18] (see Figure 12). Projectors have been also used to visualize data on a base
model [DEBS18].
Layer Solidification 3D Printing. Layer solidification is a 3D
printing process in which the top (or bottom) surface of the object
is solidified from a non-solid material, such as liquid or powder,
within a tank. This process is executed by vat photopolymerization
(e.g., stereolithography or SLA 3D printers), powder bed fusion
(e.g., Selective Laser Sintering or SLS 3D printers, binder jetting
(e.g., plaster powder binding), and sheet lamination (e.g., paper layering–cutting) [LEM∗ 17]. Although this type of 3D printing still
has some limitations such as the size of the resulting products, it
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planning on the digital fabrication tools, as some artifacts may be
misunderstood as data.

Figure 13: SLA 3D printing has been used to make plastic molds
(a) for silicone casting (b) to bake cakes representing various taste
structures (c). Images taken from Digital Konditorei [ZC18].

Figure 14: Chronofab uses Stratys 6-colour 3D printers to fabricate motion. Images taken from [KGM∗ 16].

does not need to print additional support structures and therefore
the final products have better surface quality. As a result, it is possible to produce delicate physicalizations using this technique such
as data sculptures in the form of a tree [Som14] that is difficult
to produce by an FDM printer. However, 3D printing by this technique is usually more expensive than FDM and the chance of using
a wide range of low-cost FDM-supported filaments is missed.
There are 11 projects that benefit from this type of 3D printing for different applications and in different area such as biology [GSSO05], medical [NB00], statistics [KB13], artistic furniture [ZLW∗ 16] and data sculptures [Som14,SRP18], reservoir field
exploration [NLC∗ 15], physicalizing videos [ZDX∗ 18] and sound
[Bar12], even cooking molds [ZC18] (see Figure 13).
3D Colour Printers. Since colors play an important role in an
understandable visualization, color 3D printers (e.g., ZCorporation multi-colour 3D printer) have been used to produce geological physicalizations [Ras11]. Stratys 6-colour 3D printer has been
used to fabricate beautiful voxelized data [BKW∗ 18] or motion
[KGM∗ 16] (see Figure 14) and Connex3 500 has been used to
physicalize a variety of creative objects that can handle deformation or attain specific textures [PTPM17].
5.3.3. Subtractive Techniques
Subtractive manufacturing techniques are on the opposite side of
3D printing. In other words, rather than incrementally building up
a model, subtractive techniques gradually remove material from an
unmachined part by using a sharp cutting tool [LEM∗ 17]. Milling
is the most versatile subtractive technique with a large variety of
materials available for it.
CNC. Computer Numerical Control (CNC) is one of the most
commonly applied methods of digital fabrication [AFS05, Kol04,
Dun12], used by 10 projects in our corpus. CNC has the potential to
fabricate double-curved and developable surfaces [Kol04, AFS05].
In CNC milling, stepper motors control the movement of the individual axes of tool movement. Two types of artifacts are common with CNC machines: step artifacts and tool path artifacts that
leave tiny grooves on the final model [LEM∗ 17, MAYZ∗ 20]. This
is something that physicalization designers need to consider when

CNC milling can be used to make moulds for the next steps
of the fabrication process (e.g., [THP∗ 17]), or to make the final
physicalization (e.g., [Mar14,HC17,JG14,PGDG12,Kna12,Hus14,
SSJ∗ 14]) (see Figure 15a,b). In fabrication cases that a huge number of pieces have to be milled separately and assembled (see section 5.3.7 for more information on the assembly process), detailed
shop drawings have to be produced to support a consistent tolerance throughout the assembly process (e.g., [Mar14]) (see Figure
15c).
Cutting Techniques. Cutting techniques can be considered as a
sub-category of subtractive methods. One of the most popular cutting methods is laser cutting (used by 20 works in our corpus),
mostly due to its speed, efficiency, and its ability to cut a wide
range of materials [SSJ∗ 14]. Laser cutting have been used by the
physicalization community to make 3D bar charts (e.g., [JDF13]),
stacked scatter plots (e.g., [Stu13a, Gü11, Dwy05]), data sculptures
(e.g., [GD17, Mad95, Per14]), and active physicalization and spatialization (e.g., [VTOS14, HGG∗ 16]. In order to support the making of active physicalizations solely by using laser cutters, Polysurface [EA17] has introduced a novel fabrication method. This
proposed method fabricates elastically deformable sheets out of
a single sheet of polypropylene, attached to spandex for fluidity.
Since laser cutters cut out outlines and silhouettes from sheets of
material, the direct result of their fabrication process is a 2D object extruded by the material thickness. To overcome this issue, one
common solution is cutting several pieces and stacking them up to
form a contoured 3D object (e.g., [FF14, Stu13a]. Such approach
has risen some sustainability challenges, both in terms of time and
material, that we will discuss in Section 7.
Laser cutters are capable of etching the surface of different materials and provide engraving. This is quite handy when details need
to be added to physicalizations, such as some information about
charts axes. Moreover, this ability of engraving, combined with
material properties, can be used to make the whole physicalization, such as producing woodblock printing of watercolour paintings [PPW18] (see Figure 15c). Such removal of the material also
provides the opportunity to fill the holes with different materials
and make novel physicalizations. An example of such approach is
Green Berlin [Mei17], which has made a living map of forests and
parks in Berlin by filling the cut-away parts of wood with moss (see
Figure 15d).
Another well-known cutting technique is waterjet cutting that
is capable of cutting a wide variety of materials by using a highpressure jet of water and an abrasive material. In contrast to laser
cutting, which only requires the material for the cutting process,
waterjet consumes massive volumes of water and abrasive material,
non of which are recyclable (see Section 7).
5.3.4. Formative Techniques
Formative fabrication processes utilize mechanical forces to reshape or deform materials into the required shape. Examples of
formative approaches are vacuum moulding (i.e., heating a thermoplastic sheet of material until it becomes malleable and then sucking it on a shape using vacuum pressure) and thermoforming (i.e.,
© 2021 The Author(s)
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Figure 15: Subtractive techniques, such as CNC and laser cutting have been used in many physicalizations: (a) Sculpture carved out of a
block of wood by a CNC milling machine, showing wind directions. Image taken from [Kna12], (b) Metal panel cut by a CNC machine to
show IBM sales in the form of a data spatialization. Image taken from the Data Moire’ project [Alv17], (c) An example of shop drawings
and technical assembly diagrams for physicalizations that are fabricated in pieces and require assembly. Images taken from [Mar14], (d)
Various woodblocks prepared by laser cutting to make a watercolour painting of a flower. Image taken from [PPW18], (e) Carved out parts
of an MDF sheet are filled with moss to make a living map of forests. Image taken from [Mei17].

heating a sheet of plastic material until it becomes malleable and
then forming the sheet onto a forming core shape). Computational
Thermoforming [SPG∗ 16] introduces a novel method for the fabrication of textured 3D models. This approach is meant to be used
for customized, unique objects, which makes it a useful solution
to support colour and texture for physical rendering of physicalizations. Figure 16 illustrates the whole process of transferring a 3D
model into a plastic replica with the original texture applied atop it.
5.3.5. Digital Papercraft
Another possible solution in the fabrication of physicalizations is a
papercraft and origami that is tailored and controlled through programming 3D CAD for fast and accurate folding and assembly purposes [STL06, IRHS20]. We refer to this fabrication technique as
digital papercraft. In such an approach, the unfolded patches or
polyhedral nets are first generated using developable parameterization of 3D meshes. They are then printed using regular printers and
cut by a cutting plotter or manually using scissors or utility knives.
As the first example in this category, the work of Hao et al.
[HKXL18] combines the topological and geometric features of a
3D mesh to create valid non-failing unfoldings (i.e., nets that avoid
self collisions) through a novel learning strategy. The work of Takahashi et al. [TWS∗ 11] is another example of generating unfolded
patches from 3D meshes. This work unfolds the 3D mesh into a
single connected patch and generates additional coloured lines and
arrows to facilitate the papercraft construction. Anatomical Edutainer [SWR20] unfolds the 3D surface extracted from anatomical
image data.
Sliceforms and origami are alternative papercraft approaches
that can be digitally designed for the automatic creation of physical models. Slice and Dice [RGW20] introduces a physicalization
method to use sliceforms for visualizing volumetric data that can
be used in anatomical education. Their design approach supports
the stability of the papercraft and generates necessary labels and
annotations for the assembly process of the slices. Modelling 3D
origami is usually considered a complicated method mostly due to
the inner structure of 3D origami pieces. To simplify such a complicated structure, Kato et al. [KTKM19] introduce an interactive
system that generates 3D origami pieces from a single reference image by omitting the inner structures. Origamic Architecture (OA) is
© 2021 The Author(s)
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another origami-based papercraft approach that produces 3D popup structures through cutting and folding of a single sheet of paper.
The work of Le et al. [LLLN∗ 13] presents a method to automatically generate a foldable and stable OA design from an input 3D
model.
5.3.6. Hybrid Fabrication Techniques
In our survey, we refer to the fabrication method of a work as hybrid when a series of various methods have been used to make one
single physicalization. In other words, if a physicalization system
produces different results, each with one single fabrication technique, it will not be counted as a hybrid method in our work.
There are 15 examples of hybrid fabrication methods in our corpus. In some cases, hybrid approaches have been taken to deal with
the issue of reproducing colour in physicalizations by using inkjet
printing and 3D printing (e.g., [DMAS17, MDES21, OTS∗ 18])
or inkjet printing and CNC milling (e.g., [Inc03]). In other examples, some parts of a physicalization are made with one tool
and some parts through another method, based on the specs and
limitations of each fabrication technique. Examples of such hybrid works are laser cutting (or waterjet cutting) and 3D printing (e.g., [Kat18, Kan17, AS16]), CNC and 3D printing (e.g.,
[TACS16]), CNC and laser cutting (e.g., [YOC∗ 15]), 3D printing, laser cutting, and digital embroidery for making personalized
shoes [NTWVD19], and printing, 2D cutting, and folding for papercraft fabrication (e.g., [SWR20, RGW20]).
5.3.7. Manual Assembly
There are 76 works in our corpus that are fabricated in separate
pieces and need to be assembled to form the final physicalization.
Digital fabrication machines have a limited build area (for additive
tools) and support specific sizes for sheets and blocks of material
(for subtractive and cutting tools). This limitation forces the design
to be either limited to a scale that can be fabricated in one piece
or to be piece-wise in a way that can be assembled and make a
bigger scale physicalization (e.g., [ADMAS18, Mar14, HC17]. Assembling a physicalization also provides various interaction opportunities (e.g., [GD17]) and can be used for educational purposes
(e.g., [NB00, MDES21, RGW20]) (see Section 7 for more details).
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did not discuss applying any remapping; this may be due to the
small height differences present in the two examples.
5.4.2. Augmentation through Personal Augmented Reality
(AR)

Figure 16: Computational Thermoforming is an advance method
to add colour and texture to physicalizations. Image taken from
Figure 1 of [SPG∗ 16].

5.4. Augmenting Physicalizations
As introduced in Section 3.3, augmenting a physicalization adds an
extra layer of information to an otherwise passive physical object
and can be a straightforward way of adding sophisticated interactivity without integrating actuators (e.g., motors) as is required for
active physicalizations. The augmentation approaches observed in
our corpus can be summarized as a form of augmented reality, realized by projecting directly onto the physical object or through a
personal AR view using a head-mounted display or a hand-held
device equipped with a camera. Overall relatively few of the items
in our corpus (14 out of 141) fall into the category of augmented
physicalizations.
5.4.1. Projection Augmentation
Physicalizations using projection augmentation consist typically of
a passive, fabricated physicalization with additional data projected
directly onto it. In some cases, projections provide additional data
layers, such as annotations [PGDG12]. In other cases, they permit
interactivity, such as highlighting [Hem13]. Examples in our corpus include relief maps ( [TMH∗ 10, PGDG12, MTP∗ 18] (see Figure 7), globe-based time-varying geospatial data [DEBS18] and a
data sculpture ( [Hem13]) that shows Twitter sentiment data as an
abstract relief heatmaps.
When using projection augmentation, it is necessary to calibrate
the physical object and the projection so that projected information lines up with corresponding physical features. The TanGeoMS
system [TMH∗ 10] includes a combination of projection and 3Dscanning which enables the system to recognize the topology of
the passive physical model and automatically detect how to rotate
and scale the topological data to be projected onto it. In a similar approach, Augmented Reality Sandbox [KGY19] uses a motion
sensor and a custom software to map contour lines onto the sand in
real-time, i.e., the elevation contours get updated as users modify
the sand. For the PARM [PGDG12] and Emoto systems [Hem13],
no calibration details are provided; most likely, they require manual
calibration between the physical model and the projection. When
projecting on non-flat surfaces, it is often necessary to apply some
form of projection mapping [GI18] to avoid visible distortions of
the projected content. This is only discussed for the TanGeoMS
system, where they found that a correction would only be necessary for height differences of more than 6 cm, which did not occur
in their case. The other two projection-augmented physicalizations

Unlike projected augmentation, personal augmented reality (AR)
are technologies (head-mounted displays, mobile devices) that offer an augmented perspective of an object to a single individual.
Augmentation through personal augmented reality is less present
in our corpus (only 3 items out of 141 examples make use of an
individualized augmented reality review). Of these, two are academic works that date from before the consumer-availability of
augmented reality headsets (2004/2005); these projects display the
augmentation layer on a separate display overlaid on a live video
feed of the physicalization [GWW∗ 04, GSSO05]. The third example, PLANWELL [NLC∗ 15], uses tablets and mobile phones to
display augmentations. While this has the advantage of combining
camera and display and aligning their viewpoint, it also becomes
more cumbersome to use: these devices must be held which both
limits the use of the users’ hands and occludes their view of the
actual physicalization.
While our corpus does not include any examples using headmounted displays (HMD), this is an obvious and promising avenue
to explore. However, in such cases, every user needs to be equipped
with an HMD to be able to view and benefit from the augmentation.
This is not the case with systems using projection where anyone in
their proximity is able to view the augmentation. These tradeoffs
are not specific to physicalizations and have already been discussed
elsewhere, for example, by Thomas et al. [TWD∗ 18].
5.5. Active Physicalization Rendering Techniques
Active physicalization rendering techniques go beyond what is possible through augmentation, but they are generally also more difficult to realize. Nonetheless, they are more represented in our corpus
with 47 examples. Many of these examples fall into the category of
data sculptures where artists explored unique ways to actuate materials in some way suited to communicate their artistic intent or
where academic authors sought to find unique ways of representing often personal data in appealing ways. We focus here on examples that are not entirely specific to the context in which they were
created and whose analysis can inform the design of future active
physicalizations in some way.
Overall, we identify three main goals for choosing an active
rendering technique: supporting changes of a single dataset, supporting multiple datasets, and enabling interactivity beyond what
is possible using augmentation approaches. These goals are often
combined although interactivity is less common for data sculptures/installations. Orthogonal to these goals is the question where
the rendering technique should be capable of dealing with varying
numbers of data points or whether those remain fixed once chosen.
If an active physicalization only supports changes to a single
dataset, then this suggests that the rendering technique was probably specifically developed or tailored to that dataset and may only
be applied to other data with difficulty. This is something we mostly
observed with examples classified as data sculptures. For example,
© 2021 The Author(s)
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Figure 17: Active physicalizations use different techniques to support physical changes: (a) inFORM is a shape-changing display that enables
several new interaction techniques. Images taken from [FLO∗ 13], (b) Expandable and stackable actuating rings can show different datasets.
Images taken from [DRC18], (c) Ultrasound can be used to control the movement of lightweight objects within the range of actuators. Images
taken from [OPSR16], (d) Zooids proposed the use of small moving robots to represent several scenarios of data and interactions. Images
taken from [LGKP∗ 16].

the artist Rafael Lozano-Hemmer developed multiple installations
falling into this category using situated data like the presence and
location of people in a room to actuate belts [LH04a] or tape measures [LH11b]. The latter example (shown in Figure 6d) uses actuated tape measures going up and down which resembles a bar chart
and thus could also be used with different datasets. The number of
data points of such a system remains fixed though and would need
to be manually extended to be usable with different data sets. Both
of these examples react to people’s presence in the room, that is,
sensors capture their presence and reflect the data on the shape and
orientation of the system. Beyond that, these installations offer no
interactivity and they are purely meant to present data and not to
enable onlookers to explore the shown data in any way.
A few platforms have been proposed, mostly in academic research, which enable the visualization of various datasets as well
as interactivity aspiring to achieve a level of functionality known
from web-based visualization tools, such as, support to view different data, searching, filtering, highlighting etc. The development of
such platforms generally requires skills in mechanics, fabrication,
sensor and actuator choice and placement, and micro-controller development. Reviewing all the issues related to developing new active platforms would go beyond the scope of this article. We review
here only active platforms included in our corpus.
5.5.1. Shape-changing Displays
Shape-changing displays are actuated devices capable of deforming
in various ways [RPPH12]. One item in our corpus, the Xenovision
III system, is an actuated solid terrain model, commercially available and marketed for military applications [Sch04]. It is capable
of displaying any terrain data using its 7,000 actuated pins. Most of
the other shape-changing displays in our corpus are created either
by academics as proofs-of-concepts or by artists for installations
in museums or galleries. The most common form factor for such
displays are rods or bars arranged in arrays and capable of moving
up and down to provide a 2.5D display [THK∗ 15, FLO∗ 13] (see
Figure 6a/b and Figure 17a). Such displays have generally much
fewer actuators than the Xenovision system, that is between 100
and 1,000 pins. All of these 2.5D systems cannot display any overhangs and only show data that could be represented by a 3D barchart resulting often in a resolution of 5 to 10 mm per actuator.
© 2021 The Author(s)
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The Relief prototype uses a similar principle but connected the individual actuators with a cloth such that a smoothed surface is created [LLD∗ 11] which lends itself naturally to display terrain data.
Shape-changing displays can also come in different base shapes.
For example, Daniel and colleagues used a ring shape and actuated
their display such that rings could be stacked and each ring could
expand its size to show different data [DRC18] (see Figure 17b).
All of these displays can generally show different data sets or update the data being shown currently. Most also support interactivity
in some way, often by covering the interactive area with a depth
camera and subsequently interpreting people’s gestures around the
devices.
5.5.2. Suspended elements
While two-dimensional visualizations on-screen or threedimensional visualizations in virtual reality are free to render data
points where the data demands them to be shown, physicalizations
are bound by the laws of physics. There have been, however, a few
attempts to overcome these limitations. A common approach, especially with data sculptures, is the use of strings or ropes to suspend
and actuate sail-like structures [Kel09] or spheres [Stu08, Len12].
Few have attempted to suspend elements without any support:
Omirou and colleagues made use of ultra-sound to control the
position and movement of small and lightweight objects within
the range of their actuators [OPSR16] (see Figure 17c). While this
is a promising direction to realize physical 3D scatterplots, the
authors report limitations to what data can be shown since particles
can disturb each other when placed in close proximity. A possibly
different approach is the use of magnetic forces as illustrated
by Lee and colleagues [LPI11]. Note that this work is not part
of our corpus since the authors only illustrated the levitation of
one element which would only permit the physicalization of very
trivial data. Physicalizations with suspended elements tend to be
less interactive than those using shape displays. This may be due
to user interaction potentially interfering with the technology used
to suspend elements.
5.5.3. Robotic approaches
A few examples in our corpus have used robotic arms to assemble
physicalizations. While the overall rendering platform can be con-
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Figure 18: MakerVis is an automated software developed for making physicalizations. (a) A screen-capture of the UI, (b) Physicalizations
made by MakerVis. Images taken from [SSJ∗ 14].

sidered active – they take data as input and render a physical object
– these resulting objects are, once assembled, passive objects. Our
corpus includes three examples falling into this category. One uses
a Kuka industrial robot to place nails in a substrate according to
wind data [Awe13], one uses a similar type of robot to span strings
to approximate the visual shape of the input data [BRWM18], and a
third uses a self-built robotic system based on robotic toys and vacuum cleaners to select already printed paper pie charts and place
them on actual pies [Rüs14].
An entirely different approach was taken by Le Goc and colleagues who developed a platform of small robots they called
zooids [LGKP∗ 16] (see Figure 17d). Each of these robots is meant
to represent one data point and to move around a surface covered by
structured light within which it can orient itself and move to show
different facets of the data point it represents [LGPF∗ 18]. While the
examples using robotic arms are active platforms producing passive
physicalizations of different data sets, zooids is a truly active physicalization system capable of showing many different data sets and
types and allow people to interact with the robots by picking them
up or moving them around or react to system commands asking
them to sort or rearrange the data.

5.6. Automated Physical Rendering Platforms
The rendering process of a physicalization work, from the early design stages to fabrication and assembly, is a skill-oriented approach.
In other words, it demands knowledge and expertise in data visualization, digital design, and digital fabrication, and is sometimes
involved with labour-intensive craftsmanship based on the applied
fabrication techniques. In order to overcome this issue, some research has been undertaken with the goal of automating the whole
or parts of the physical rendering process. MakerVis [SSJ∗ 14] is
one of the most inclusive platforms developed for this goal that is
capable of automating the whole physical rendering process from
data filtering to physical fabrication. The prototype software of
MakerVis reads data in CSV or topoJSON (for prism maps) formats
and can produce data types that are compatible with CNC machining, 3D printing, and laser cutting. The software is a web application built on top of NodeJS, D3, JQuery, and ThreeJS frameworks.
Figure 18 shows the interface of MakerVis, as well as some results
made by it.

6. Summary of the Physical Rendering Process
Through Sections 3, 4, and 5 we discussed some of the possible approaches towards the classification of physicalizations, the various
dataset used as target data in the physicalization field, and different digital design and fabrication methods to bring physicalizations
into existence. Here, we review the physical rendering process and
the impacts of each step on the overall design and fabrication decisions.
In the rendering process, a series of transformations act on the
target data. The data plays a significant role in the physicalization
process by starting its impact on the early design decisions to even
detailing minor fabrication details. The next step in the physicalization pipeline, as outlined earlier in Figure 2, is the physicalization
purpose. At this stage, designers must identify the user and applications of their physicalizations. Physicalization scenarios and
their visual idioms vary for different stakeholders (see Section 7
for more details).
The next step of the process deals with the approach to physicalization. Identifying the visual encoding idiom is critical here
as making a physical elevation model requires disparate design decisions compared to an informative space, for instance. Identifying the visual idiom helps the designers to have a clearer vision of
whether they can achieve their goals through pragmatic or artistic
approaches. It also paves the way for another critical design decision about the specific computational component. At this point
of the process, a physicalization designer should have collected
enough insights to determine whether the work needs to be a passive, an augmented, or an active object. Either of these decisions
may require the decided upon visual idiom to be revisited and modified accordingly to better suit the physicalization goals.
After the initial steps, the designers can advance to the rendering
process. At this stage, they need to prioritize the digital fabrication approach or the digital design methods. In case of having the
fabrication techniques prioritized, design methods will be later set
based on the fabrication constraints and in either of the choices,
there will be back-and-forth steps from design to fabrication until
the 3D model(s) can be fabricated and (if required) assembled.
Finally, physicalizations may go through a series of evaluations
and user studies, which may result in the iteration of the process
at various steps, including but not limited to, revising the physicalization approach, altering the design decisions, or updating the
fabrication techniques.
© 2021 The Author(s)
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7. Discussion
In this section, we discuss some of the decisions and challenges of
transforming a data physicalization concept into a fabricated physical form based on the steps of the proposed pipeline that we discussed in Section 6.
7.1. Data-specific Challenges
In Section 4, we discussed datasets that the physicalization community has used for various purposes and applications. Pre-processing
datasets tend to play a critical role in defining the overall shape
of the physical model, and thus is an integral part of the design
process. This is particularly true for scientific datasets (e.g., 3D geometries and DEM), mostly due to the number of datapoints and
overall complexity.
Another key data-related challenge is identifying a representational idiom that best matches the data features. This challenge
becomes more difficult when the target data is complex or prone
to breaking in specific rendering scenarios (e.g. 3D printing of a
4D-flow MRI data). In such cases, preliminary designs are iteratively and heavily modified to make fabrication possible. This design modifications may include voxel printing to support multiple
colours (e.g., [BKW∗ 18]), physical slicing to deal with 3D printing
limitations (e.g., [ASS∗ 19]), or using digital papercraft techniques
to reduce fabrication time and costs (e.g., [SWR20]).
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their physicalization goals. This decision, however, is not always
designer-oriented. As mentioned in Section 7.2), in many cases,
end-users and stakeholders are actively involved and require representational idioms that fit their community’s needs and preferences. Many papers in our example approached specific user groups
to validate their choice of physicalization idiom (e.g., [PGDG12,
GYS∗ 12, KHM14, GSSO05, PGDG12, KJA∗ 18, LCN15]). For example, physical charts and pure scientific representations may not
be always appreciated by the end-users; people with an art or design background may prefer data sculptures over traditional charts
(e.g., [GYS∗ 12]). In one example from our corpus, a community
of exercise enthusiasts preferred to represent their physical activity
using a non-scientific idiom (size of a frog) over a more scientific
representation (physical bar chart) ( [KHM14]). Presumably, if the
purpose of a physicalization is to raise self awareness, representations should be visually appealing to keep the end-users motivated.
7.4. Motivations for Active over Passive Physicalizations
Whenever the target data is complex (such as biology data), or
is collected in real-time and better understood through live updates (such as weather data), augmented or active physicaliztaions
will have a higher priority over the passive ones. For example,
molecular biologists from Gillett et al. [GSSO05] preferred augmented physicalizations over static physicalizations; the designers
of Weather Report modified their work to add a touch screen for
interaction and changing the data [KJA∗ 18].

7.2. Stakeholders and the Physicalization Process
As mentioned in Section 4, most physicalizations in our corpus are
designed for the general public. However, in several examples, the
physicalization is carefully designed for a specific group of stakeholders in a specific field, who then dictate additional design requirements. For instance, when making a physicalization for visually impaired people, colour and other visual features are of little
importance whereas careful design of tactile properties is crucial.
In some cases, stakeholders are involved in the design process
from the very first stage of the physicalization pipeline, i.e., deciding about the target data. Some physicalization designers conducted
formative user research to guide what data needed to be represented
by the physicalization, as well as any physical requirements of the
physicalization object. This early decision-making process may include interviews or consultations with stakeholders about their own
understanding of their data or expectations on the form of a resulting physicalization (e.g. [VKBR∗ 18]). In some cases, there should
be meetings with experts in various fields that can collaborate on
physicalizations, such a interaction designers, contemporary artists,
fabrication experts, and robotic engineers to better set the overall
design approaches (e.g. [KHM14]).
7.3. The Appropriate Idiom
In Section 7.1, we discussed how target data influences the visual encoding idiom. As the rendering process proceeds further,
the visual encoding idiom strongly influences many design and
fabrication decisions. Designers need enough visualization expertise to decide on a representational idiom that best achieves
© 2021 The Author(s)
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7.5. Digital Design and Fabrication
Many digital design challenges of physicalizations are result of
the physical properties of the envisioned result, or fabrication constraints that need to be continuously dealt with throughout the design process.
Physical Scale. The scale of a physicalization majorly influences
which fabrication techniques are appropriate. Most fabrication
techniques work at specific scales; for example, most FDM 3D
printers have an average build volume of around 203 cm3 . Largerscale visualizations can be fabricated as modular components at
the scale of the fabrication machinery, which are then assembled into a larger structure. Decomposing a large 3D object into
smaller modules that fit within a printing volume was introduced
by Chopper [LBRM12] and then used by several physicalization
works (e.g., [ADMAS18,DEBS18,DMAS17,FWF∗ 14]). However,
these techniques rely more heavily on computationally-generated
instructions for manual assembly. For instance, it was impossible
for high school students and their geography teachers in Australia
to assemble the modular globes of eastern Australia and western
Canada without any indexing, due to the unique geometry of the
pieces [MDES21]. That said, in applications where non-expert endusers need to assemble or disassemble the model, such as in educational scenarios, designing identical modules with straightforward attachment mechanisms is highly recommended. Meanwhile,
small-scale visualizations are constrained by the resolution of the
fabrication technique. For example, within the realm of 3D printing, Fuse-Deposition Modeling (FDM) 3D printers cannot make
features smaller than its extrusion head, while Stereolithography
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(SLA) printers can make features as small as the laser used to cure
resin (e.g., paths in [AS16]).

7.6. Collisions between Data Representation and Digital
Fabrication

Design Decisions in Automated Physical Rendering Platforms.
When working towards the automation of sections or the entire
physicalization process, the end result should be support as wide
a range of idioms as possible. The goal in such rendering platforms
is to support support both pragmatic and artistic works. However,
as physicalizations move towards the artistic end of the spectrum
and become data sculptures, the influence of the designer becomes
more evident and the chances of being able to automate the process
become lower. Dealing with such scenario, the authors of [SSJ∗ 14]
decided to focus on pragmatic, layered (AKA 2.5D), or stacked 2D
visualizations, which are well-suited for showing complex temporal datasets. Moreover, they suggest the visualizations to be modular and rearrangeable to make more interactive physicalizations
capable of performing a range of InfoVis tasks. Such modular fabrication is suitable for cutting fabrication methods, such as laser
cutters.

So far, we have discussed various challenges and potential future
approaches for the physical rendering of physicalizations. In this
section, we discuss two areas where digital fabrication challenges
and data representation challenges collide – physical scale; assembly and interaction.

Design for Manufacture and Assembly. When optimizing a design for fabrication, designers often adjust the features or complexity of a digital design to reduce manufacturing time (e.g.,
[KHM14]). Many of the physicalizations in our sample required
cutting and stacking layers of plastic or wood (e.g., [Hem13,Hus14,
Stu13a, Seg11a]). However, depending on the geometric complexity of each layer and the number of layers, this approach can
be time-consuming for both fabrication and assembly of the final
structure. In such cases, assembly instructions are recommended to
expedite the process (e.g., [DMAS17, Mar14]).

Scale and Interaction. The physical scale of a physicalization fundamentally changes how people interact with it as an object; it
also can introduce pragmatic constraints such as weight, balance,
or portability of the final object. While, regardless of scales, we
can call any physical artifact representing data through its geometry a physicalization, all the past work on data physicalization focused on scales that are either graspable by humans or do not go
beyond room scale. However, for huge installations (e.g. the 1200
meter long 1:5 billion scale model of our solar system, AKA the
Sagan Planet Walk) or nanoscale objects (e.g. molecular printing
with DNA nanotechnology), previous results on potential benefits
of physicalizations for humans cannot be applied. There will be
certain challenges when rendering physicalization in such extreme
scales, which are of a different nature than the ones discussed in
this paper.
In room-size physicalization installations or spatializations, such
as [LH04a] and [KJA∗ 18], viewers must move around the space defined by the physicalization to explore various aspects of the data.
Thus, the surrounding space of such physicalizations is part of the
data exploration process and therefore, planning for such space and
considering the movements of people should be taken into consideration in the design process.

Prototyping and Iterative Design. To facilitate iterative design, physicalization designers used both digital simulation and
lower-fidelity prototyping techniques to validate designs before
following-through with the final version. Prototyping helps designers make better decisions about the specifications of the physicalization; effective prototyping techniques require the least amount
of material or time investment to obtain insights to drive the next
series of design changes.

Meanwhile, table-top physicalizations (e.g., [TMH∗ 10, ADMAS18]), including augmented physicalizations (e.g., [DEBS18,
KHT∗ 20]), still require viewers to move around them, but there is
no specific space created by them that helps with the exploration
of data. Hand-held physicalizations (e.g., [KHM14, ASS∗ 19]) provide very different interaction scenarios, as users can easily manipulate them. Such objects that must be held in-hand (e.g., [PTPM17,
TGZ18] can leverage tactile cues (surface roughness or texture).

In a digital design process, digital simulations of the fabrication process or the final object can facilitate faster iterations
on a physicalization design. This includes active physicalizations,
where Kangaroo® Plug-in for Rhino® Grasshopper® can be used
to simulate movements of active structures (e.g., [VTOS14,Awe13,
TVR∗ 12]).

Assembly and Interaction. As with any digital design, when physicalizations are broken into several pieces for fabrication purposes,
the designer must define how those pieces connect to each other.
This includes defining which attachment techniques will be used,
specific feature parameters to assembly features (e.g., joint location, feature dimensions, part clearance between parts), as well as
the assembly process itself.

Physical prototypes offer quicker, lower-cost interim representations for design iteration (e.g., [ASS∗ 19, Bar11, Mar14]). One approach for prototyping is to build a small portion of the final physicalization, with the final scale, fabrication technique, and material
as done by [ADMAS18] or to build a scale-model of a larger-scale
physicalization as a way of verifying the overall design rationale
(e.g., [HDA∗ 19]). Another approach is to prototype using a lowerfidelity fabrication technique. For example, in bioLogic [YOC∗ 15],
researchers developed a process of compositing conductive traces
to the existing biofilm via screenprinting; as a lower-fidelity alternative, they also laser cut double-sided tacky paper to create masks
for screenprinting.

However, the way in which a physicalization is designed to be
assembled can determine what types of interactions end-users can
have with its represented data. For example, Jansen et al. [JDF13]
created modular 3D bar charts that allowed the end-user to select,
reorder, and independently compare datasets. If instead these bar
charts had been glued together, the end-user would no longer be
able to interact as deeply with the data itself. Similarly, the act of
assembling a dataset can require end-users to more deeply interact
with the data itself. This is a guiding principle of both constructive visualization [HCT∗ 14] and participatory visualization (e.g.,
[GD17]), but is also present in many other physicalizations in our
© 2021 The Author(s)
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sample (e.g., [KAL∗ 16, ADMAS18, KS12, DMAS17, MDES21]).
Landscaper [ADMAS18] requires assembling a series of geospatial features (e.g., trees, rocks, road networks, and urban features)
which simultaneously requires the end-users to become familiar
with where each feature belongs within the space. In Nadeau et
al [NB00], end-users could detach the 1:1 interlocking scale model
of the skull and brain segmentation to better understand the complex volumetric dataset via cutting operations; this cross-section is
only possible when this type of disassembly is pre-planned and allowed.

7.7. Physicalizations and Human Senses
Physicalizations are designed to engage different senses. While
the intention of physicalizing data is mostly focused on the concept of leveraging touch and sight, there are some examples that
rather target touch only (e.g., physicalizations for the visually impaired [KB14, SRK∗ 16] or tactile roughness objects [TGZ18]) or
sight only (e.g., [MP09a, HKH∗ 04]). Moreover, there are physicalization examples that transfer the message of their target data
via engaging taste (e.g., [KLA∗ 15, KAP∗ 17]) or even physicalize
specific taste structures [ZC18]. There is also a group of physicalizations, AKA soniphications, that produces sound-making objects
that are tuned to particular datasets. In other words, soniphications
anchor physicalizations to sounds and physicalize data through
hearing senses (e.g., [Bar12, Bar14]). Finally, smell mapping is a
method to collect and present information about place using smell,
which is believed to inform beyond representational and corporeal experiences [PM20]. There are examples that physicalize the
spatial experiences of people from different locations using smells
and the memories they trigger to create smellmaps or smellscapes
(e.g., [McL10, McL16]). However, none of these example are included in our corpus, as they do not meet our physical rendering
approach conditions.

8. Conclusion and Future Work
Physicalizations are effective tools for conveying the message of
various datasets and they can be rendered in many different methods, for various applications, and in many representational idioms.
We hope that computer graphics, visualization, interaction, art, industrial design, and architecture communities find this survey useful and a source of inspiration to develop the physicalization field
further. Although many impressive works have been done in this
field, many areas of rendering physicalizations remain rather unexplored. For instance, there have been many creative fabrication
methods introduced by the computer graphics community with
great potentials for physicalizations, especially for dealing with the
issue of colour and texture. By applying such methods to physicalization rendering, many interesting possibilities will be introduced that can, for instance, provide highly detailed objects while
maintaining the possibility of direct touch at a reasonable fabrication cost. Also, numbers in our corpus show that physicalization
has been slightly underexposed in the scientific community and for
pragmatic purposes. Many interesting aspects of physical rendering
in artistic physicalizations and interactive installations have strong
potentials to be applied to scientific works as well. In our survey, we
© 2021 The Author(s)
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discussed that augmented physicalizations add extra layers of information to passive works and make them more sophisticated objects
to interact with. However, very few efforts have been made to develop such works. With the increasing popularity and technological
advances of devices that support augmented reality, physicalization
designers should take advantage of elevating their passive designs
to the next level of informative and interactive representations. Another under-explored area in this field is the automation of physicalization rendering process. Currently, there is only one work (MakerVis [SSJ∗ 14]) that aims to automate the whole physical rendering
process for non-expert users, which supports limited rendering approaches. Software such as MakerVis can be further developed and
become the CAD of physicalizations by supporting the whole rendering pipeline, from data processing to fabrication-oriented digital
design, for users with different levels of expertise.
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DataPhys.org
DataPhys.org
DataPhys.org
DataPhys.org
DataPhys.org
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Reviewers
TVCG
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•
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Short P. •
•
•
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[LH04a]
Video
•
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[LH04b]
Video
•
•
2004 [GWW∗ 04] Paper
AR
•
2004
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•
•
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•
2005 [GSSO05] Short P. •
AR
•
2005
[Dwy05] Thesis •
•
[LH06]
•
2006
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•
•
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•
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•
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∗
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•
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•
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Table 4: Taxonomy of the works reviewed in this survey (Part 1).
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Table 5: Taxonomy of the works reviewed in this survey (Part 2).
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Artistic
Data Sculpture

Image/Video

Category

Statistical
Other
InfoVis
SciVis
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Bio/Medical
Math
Personal
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Dataset(s)

User Study

2014
[SSJ∗ 14]
Paper •
2014
Short P. •
[FF14]
∗
2015
[YOC 15]
Paper
2015
[NLC∗ 15]
Paper
∗
2015
[THK 15]
Paper
[LCN15]
2015
Paper •
2015
[Bou15]
Paper •
2015
[NB15]
Paper •
2015
[Hei15]
Website •
2015
[KLA∗ 15]
2015
[MCG∗ 15]
Paper •
2015
[ZYZZ15]
Paper •
2015
[KLA∗ 15]
Paper
2015
[DLL∗ 15]
Paper •
2016
[TL16]
Paper •
2016
[Gon16]
Paper
2016
[ZLW∗ 16]
Paper •
[OPSR16] Short P.
2016
2016
[BPAC16]
Paper
[AS16]
2016
Website •
2016
[McC16]
Website •
2016
Paper •
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∗
2016
[HGG 16]
Paper
∗
2016 [KGM 16]
Paper •
2016
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Paper
∗
2016 [LGKP 16]
Paper
2016
[iT16]
Website
2016
[TACS16]
Video
2016
[HV16]
Short P. •
[HC17]
2016
Short P. •
2016
[SPG∗ 16]
Paper •
[GD17]
2016
Paper •
∗
2016
[SRK 16]
Paper
2016
[SB16]
Paper •
2017
[Kan17]
Website •
2017
[TJW∗ 16]
Paper
2017
[KAP∗ 17]
Paper •
2017
[PTPM17]
Paper •
2017
[BI18]
Paper
2017 [DMAS17]
Paper •
2017
[Mei17]
Website •
2018 [BRWM18]
Paper •
2018 [VKBR∗ 18] Paper
[Kou18]
Paper •
2018
2018
[ZDX∗ 18]
Paper •
∗
2018 [BKW 18]
Paper •
2018 [ADMAS18] Paper •
Paper •
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[Geu18]
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Paper
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[SRP18]
Paper •
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Paper
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